














































HATAITAI SCHOOL

TARGETS

and

Analysis of Variance (December 2021)

2021



TARGET 1 - PB4L

LEARNING
TEAM

All Year 1-8 Students

WHO Wendy Smyth/Wendy Taylor/John Ford: external Facilitators. Principal/Amanda Smith/Megan Hinge - Staff

STRATEGIC
AIM

The vision for Hataitai School students is that they are:

‘Confident, independent, highly achieving students who enjoy learning.’

FOCUS Students will:
Participate in a values programme (PB4L) that provides a positive school climate and creates a supportive environment for personal, social and
academic growth for all students.
To grow an inclusive and respectful community where everyone can thrive.

GOALS ● To create a positive and supportive environment
● To provide expectations that are consistently clear
● To consistently teach expected behaviours
● To consistently acknowledge expected behaviours positively
● To respond to inappropriate behaviours consistently and in a fair and equitable way
● Incidences of inappropriate behaviour are monitored and reduced
● Students and Staff will deepen their understanding of what it means to be RESPECTFUL in their practices and learning
● Students and Staff will have more strategies and techniques to maintain an environment of learner agency where our learners have the

power to act.

Overall
TARGET
GROUPS

Year 1-8 Students

Students will:
Successfully gain a knowledge and understanding of what the Hataitai School Value:
RESPECT

MANA - Respect for Self
MANAAKI - Respect for Others
AKO - Respect for Learning

ANNUAL
TARGET for

2021

Hataitai School Value and Behaviour System embedded in the Tier 2 PB4L framework.

BASELINE
DATA

December 2020

We analysed school wide data from 2020:
o The staff recognised at the end of 2020 that the School Houses system could support and recognise positive behaviour
o Behaviour data showing continuous poor behaviour choices for some students
o Teacher observations and the sentiment that a review was needed to support the students to make positive behaviour choices.
o SET-carried out by Wendy Taylor



o Staff Survey held to gather data and voice
INDICATORS

for
Key

Improvement
Strategies

2021 Key Improvement Strategies: What do we have to learn? What will we do? When? Who is responsible?
● To develop and implement an understanding of PB4L Tier 2
● Positive behaviour is a prerequisite to improving the engagement and achievement of students.
● Positive behaviour can be learned, and difficult and disruptive behaviour can be unlearned.
● Individual students are not a ‘problem’. We need to change the environment around them to support positive behaviour.

ANALYSIS of
VARIANCE

and
EVALUATION
‘Why did the
outcomes
happen?’

December 2021

General Reflection in this Curriculum area this year - WHAT:
● The full staff worked towards training for Tier 2 in 2022 and have been attending workshops to prepare us for this.
● During the first half of the year (pre level 2 COVID-19) we had very successful focus sessions on PB4L with all students and staff during our

weekly school assemblies.
● Our data shows us the incidents and/or cases of incidents being reported have reduced dramatically this year.

What Factors contributed – WHY:
The factors which contributed were:

● The PB4L leaders met regularly to check that we were on track and that actions that could be carried out, had been. Meeting Minutes were
kept.

● Staff were kept up-to-date and were involved in decision making.
● Ongoing Staff Professional Development provided by external facilitators/internal leadership
● COVID 19 focus on student physical and mental well being.
● Weekly celebration of our values at school assemblies.

What is the value and worth - SO WHAT:
● We are now in a good position to implement Tier 2 training. Our Tier 1 systems are working well and there is a common understanding

across all staff. It will be important to keep Professional Development going as new staff join Hataitai School. All staff are engaged and
proactively participated in the professional development programme.

2022 TARGET
Where are we

going?

2022 Targets:Where are we going?
o Preparation for tier 2 training
o Continue to embed Tier 1 practices



TARGET 2 - MATHEMATICS

STUDENTS Year 1-8 Students who are underachieving in Mathematics

STRATEGIC AIM: The vision for Hataitai School students is that all students are –
‘Confident, independent, highly achieving students who enjoy learning.’

WHO Judith Douglas - Mathematics Curriculum Leader/Principal/Wendy Taylor (MOE PLD)/AiLM Programme (5 staff)/all staff

FOCUS We will have high expectations academically and holistically for all our students. We will foster 21st Century skills through Inquiry
learning and provide an enriching programme for all learners.

ANNUAL AIMS for 2021
Annual Target:Where do we want to be by the end of 2021? What are the Student outcomes we want to see?

● Move the disposition of maths learners to promote real life learning, using rich tasks and connected learning
● Students will have an excellent attitude towards Maths and self efficacy in Maths
● Raise teacher responsiveness to student achievement through professional development opportunities.

2021 TARGET 2021 Target: Where are we going?

● Continuing to increase teachers evaluative capacity - making overall and specific judgements about individual learning and
achievement in Maths (using tools such as the LPF)

● Teacher Inquiry and consolidation into the teaching of Maths
● Moderation and Assessment of Maths
● All teachers to be exposed to planning, assessing and working within a contextual approach to maths teaching
● Idea for big picture teaching and learning approach in Maths:
● All teachers set up positive classroom norms using testing to confirm Overall Teacher Judgements in Term 2
● Addressing the needs of those struggling in Maths through 4 teachers attending the ALIM (Accelerating Learning in Maths)

training
● Move the disposition of maths learners to promote real life learning, using rich tasks and connected learning.

BASELINE DATA
December 2020

Includes annual reports, teacher observations through Big Idea teaching, GLOSS-JAM-PAT testing annually/anecdotal conversations
and student work samples

ACTIONS
‘What will we do?’

o Professional Development - PLD is completed and signed off.
o Teachers feeling success and confident using this mathematical approach
o Classroom Walk Throughs each term to ensure positive norms

ANALYSIS of VARIANCE
and

EVALUATION
‘Why did the outcomes

happen?’

General Reflection in this Curriculum area this year - WHAT:
● Sustain and complete the Maths PLD tenure
● Implementation of schoolwide ALIM programme
● Culling of resources and textbooks



December 2021 ● Updating the Hataitai School Teaching and Learning Guide

What Factors contributed – WHY:
Other contributing factors to note:

● Covid -19 interruptions delayed the completion of the pPLD programme in Term 1
● Staff wide

What is the value and worth - SO WHAT:

● Students are connected, lifelong learners who are problem solvers, collaborators and who can justify their answers and
reasoning. They can make links between concepts and think conceptually.

● Teacher confidence and skill enhanced

DATA STUDENT
ACHIEVEMENT OUTCOME

SCHOOL WIDE ACHIEVEMENT for 1 YEAR - MATHEMATICS 2018 - 2019 - 2020- 2021

YEAR NUMBER of STUDENTS
assessed

STUDENTS achieving AT
or ABOVE in

MATHEMATICS

PERCENTAGE of
STUDENTS

2018 340 300 88.0%

2019 327 283 87.0%

2020 325 306 94.0%

2021 285 260 91%

ANALYSIS of 2021 Achievement:
Students achieving in Mathematics ‘AT’ and ‘ABOVE’ - 91%
Students achieving in Mathematics ‘BELOW’ - 8%
x1 Special Needs ORS Student is achieving ‘WELL BELOW’

2022 TARGET

Where are we going?

o Sustainability of maths teaching and learning programmes
o Ensure 5 practices framework is used schoolwide
o Ensure Learning Progressions are used schoolwide
o Refresh staff on the Maths Teaching and Learning policy,procedures and guidelines
o Termly ‘walkthroughs’ to ensure good practice
o Student voice taken from across the school at regular intervals throughout the year.



Curriculum Evaluation Summary 2021: Health and PE Curriculum

Evaluation is about getting to the ‘So What!’

It is about ‘the systematic collection of information to make judgements, improve program effectiveness
and/or generate knowledge to inform decisions and future programs.’

– Patton 1997

Our PE and Health Curriculum activities and resources are supported and funded by the MOE Kiwisport
Funding each year.

December 2021 Comment
Hataitai School

Board of Trustees
STRATEGIC AIM

We will have high expectations academically and holistically for all our students. We will
foster 21st Century skills through Inquiry learning and provide an enriching programme
for all learners.

Curriculum
Leader

Rachel Peterson

Curriculum Team Who: above

Evaluation General Reflection in this Curriculum area this year - WHAT:
● Successfully run school sporting events for cross country, swimming, and

athletics
● Implemented new sports in school like American football
● Got coaches in for tennis, badminton, and football for years 1 - 8
● Eastern Zones competitions for Football, Cross country, netball
● ASB Futsal tournament for years 1 - 8
● Navigating the Journey for years 1 - 8
● Two new Basketball hoops for the school
● Donation of basketballs, netballs, rugby balls, and cricket gear from Neke

sports
● Cancelled Eastern Zone swimming, floorball and athletics
● Attempting to run a spirit of sports assembly in a slightly edited version
● Swimming lessons in term 1 for Years 1 - 2, and term 4 for years 3 - 8
● EOTC week run for years 5 - 8 in term 4

What Factors contributed – WHY:
The factors which contributed were:

● Covid had a large impact on events being run this year. It lead to a lot of
Eastern Zone events being cancelled

● We were able to get sports coaches in because of all the cancelled events
● We bought basketball hoops because there was a need for smaller hoops for

the younger children. We we able to get appropriate sized basketballs for
younger students as well

● Wellington Olympic received some funding and was able to run football
lessons for years 1 - 8 for about 10 weeks

● A tennis coach was recommended to our school and booked him for 8 weeks
in term 2

● Wellington Badminton is within walking distance of school so wanted to take
advantage of the community

● School events and EOTC weeks were able to run because of parent
involvement and vaccination status

What is the value and worth - SO WHAT:

● Students get involved with different sports through the coaching and school
events

● Good equipment encourages teachers to run PE classes within year levels
● Coaches can improve skills for students and get expertise that teachers might

not have.



● Despite Covid, we made sure the students had things to look forward to like
Athletics, even though we knew Eastern Zones would most likely be cancelled.

● Navigating the Journey through the year levels will prepare students; good
unity across the school

Professional
Development

● None this year unfortunately

Main Goal for 2022
(refer Strategic Plan)

● Continue to develop a relevant and student driven PE curriculum
● Continue to use local resources

Resources ● Ministry of Education resources sent to the school
● Coaches and experts from around Wellington
● Equipment donated to the school
● Teacher expertise

External Resources
and Visits

● Wellington Badminton
● ASB Sports center
● Wellington Olympic football club
● Planit pro tennis coach

STUDENT
ACHIEVEMENT DATA

SUMMARY

Please record all known data which has assisted you in the teaching and learning of
your curriculum area:

● School, Eastern Zone and Interzone sports results

Recommendations
for 2022

NOW WHAT?

● Book in Life Education for all year level
● Continue to book in coaches to provide lessons
● Utilize sports program at ASB for older year levels
● Find a professional development program for PE or Health

BOT Stewardship
The Board scrutinises
the effectiveness of

the school in
achieving valued
student outcomes.

BOT
Name:

Comment


